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ABSTRACT

This paper studies the characteristics of marine water quality monitoring data monitored by photoelectric sensor 
network, mines the potential information from the massive data. on account of the continuous accumulation 
of monitoring data, this paper focuses on the study of database with numerical attribute and proposes a rule 
updating algorithm for solving the rule maintenance issues caused by changes in the database. according to the 
rule, the algorithm forms a new database from part of the original data and the new data, and searches the new 
database by random search, thus can avoid creating a large number of redundant rules and can quickly mine 
effective rules at the same time. experimental results show that this method not only can avoid mining in the 
whole original massive data, but also can improve work efficiency, and can quickly and effectively find new data 
and find useful rules in the data with high practicability.
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INTRODUCTION

At present, the monitoring data of marine water quality are 
mainly based on the static database for rule mining and output. 
In the actual water quality monitoring process, the server 
side will accumulate a large amount of data over time, and 
these data on the monitoring of water quality are constantly 
updating and changing. Therefore, in this case, it is a very 
important issue to update the association rules in the process 
of dynamic database changes, and that is a mining problem of 
incremental association rules. The traditional update algorithm 
uses Apriori algorithm, but this algorithm is inefficient due 
to frequent I/O access and it’s hard to measure the support 
settings. If the setting is too low, a lot of redundant rules will 
be generated. If the setting is too high, some useful but low-
supportive information will be filtered out [1–3]. Therefore, this 
paper studies a rule updating mining algorithm and applies this 
method to update the rules of ocean water quality monitoring 
data mining.

RULE UPDATING

The traditional work of association rules data mining is 
based on the static database and according to the pre-set 
minimum support degree and minimum credibility [4–6], 
while the update issue of the dynamic database mainly studies 
the data changes in the database, the changes in the pre-set 
minimum support degree or the minimum credibility, and 
how to update the association rules without overall re-mining 
on the basis of existing rules.

The current rule updating algorithm mainly aims at Boolean 
database mining, which can effectively solve the data update 
mining problems, such as D. W. Cheung et al.’s FUP and FUP2 
algorithms, and Feng Yu et al.’s IUA algorithm [7–9]. All of 
these algorithms can make full use of the rules and information 
of the previous mining and conduct rule updating, which can 
avoid duplication work and improve work efficiency. However, 
in most actual production processes, the attribute values of 
various fields to be mined are not only Boolean type, and the 
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numerical databases are more widely used [10–12]. In such 
a database, it is also necessary to update the rules, previous 
scholars have proposed to transform the numerical attribute 
database into Boolean, and conduct association rules mining. 
Since the water quality monitoring database belongs to the 
numerical database type, this paper mainly studies the rule 
updating problem of the numerical attribute database.

Rule updating refers to that, when the setting of the 
minimum support degree and the minimum confidence is 
unchanged, there are new data adding to the original database. 
Here marks the original database as DB, the new dataset is db, 
and we mainly studies how to put the original data and the 
new data set into a new database.

For the update of association rules, we start mainly from 
the following two situations [13–15]:
(1)  When the minimum support degree and the minimum 

confidence are set, the database changes. How to generate 
new association rules when new data is added to the 
original database, how to delete some data from the original 
database and how to generate new association rules [16].

(2)  How to generate new association rules when the data in 
the database is not changed, and the minimum support 
degree and the minimum confidence are changed [17].

As the water quality data monitored by the photoelectric 
sensor network continuously accumulates over time, the data 
in the database is getting more and more, and we mainly study 
the first updating situation above [18].

Add db into DB, for any set of items X, there are the 
following possibilities.
(1)  X are frequent itemsets both in DB and db;
(2)  X is a frequent itemset only in DB, but is not in db;
(3)  X is a non-frequent itemset only in DB, and also is in db;
(4)  X is not a frequent itemset either in DB or db.

RESEARCH ON THE RULE UPDATING 
ALGORITHM

RULES UPDATING ALGORITHM PRINCIPLE

During the monitoring process of the photoelectric 
sensor network, the water quality data is affected by factors 
such as climate, ocean currents and emergencies, the water 
quality monitoring data will change, the monitoring data 
will accumulate more and more over time, and the initial 
database will change constantly. The changing data will cause 
corresponding changes in the association rules, and we use 
the difference to reflect these changes. When the difference 
becomes larger, namely there are more and more data, new data 
may imply some new potential information [19]. Therefore, the 
algorithm in this paper first calculates the difference between 
DB and db, and then draws part of the data from the DB 
according to the degree of difference, forms a new database 
with db, and then carries out the mining operation based on 
adaptive immune genetic association rules. Such mining results 
can both retain some rules of high support degree in DB, and 

reflect the potential rules of new database, meanwhile shorten 
the mining time and improve the mining efficiency.

RULE UPDATING ALGORITHM DEFINITION

The proposed algorithm in the initial stage needs to be 
calculated by the following two formulas to form a new 
database.
(1)  Attribute abnormity: The importance of an attribute does 

not depend on the occurrence frequency of the attribute. 
Attribute importance is a specific value. The value is not 
more important when the value is greater, but if the value 
is quite different from the original value of the attribute, 
it indicates that there is a new rule contained in the new 
data, and this information is very important. Water quality 
monitoring network has detected the new situation; thus, 
it is more valuable for mining [20].

For numerical databases, we set the data elements in database 
D have m attributes that make up the set of attributes. The 
dependencies between these attributes are different, and the 
degree of importance is different as well. For the k-th attribute 
of an element, its importance is marked as Ek according to 
its importance [21]. This paper simplifies the calculation of 
the importance of attributes, attribute importance Ek can be 
calculated as follows:
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Where Tik is the k-th attribute in the i-th record. Tik   {0,1}; 
|D| is the number of samples in database D.
(2)  Difference of data set: the degree of difference dif(D1, D2) 

between the original data set D1 and the new data set D2 
is calculated via following formula:
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Where E1i is the importance of the i-th attribute in D1; 
E2i is the importance of the i-th attribute in D2; m is the total 
number of attributes in the entire data set.

Therefore, greater dif(D1, D2) indicates greater difference 
between D1 and the newly added data D2, which means greater 
difference between the original data and the new data.

The main goal of this algorithm in the initial stage is to 
form a new database.

RULE UPDATING ALGORITHM PROCESS STEPS

The main steps of the rule updating algorithm are as follows.
(1)  Obtain the degree of importance of each attribute E1,E2,...

Em in D by (Formula 1);
(2)  Obtain the degree of importance of each attribute e1,e2,...

em in d by (Formula 1);
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(3)   Calculate the degree of difference dis1 = dif(D, d) 
between D and d by (Formula 2);

(4)   Via dis1 from Formula (3), obtain the data randomly 
according to dis1;

    When 0 < dis1 < 0.5, choose (1 – dis1) × |D| records 
from D to form D ;ʹ

    When 0.5 < dis1 < 1, choose dis1 × |D|records from 
D to form D ;ʹ

(5)   Calculate the difference dis2 between D and D ,ʹ
    When dis2 < 0.2, a new dataset Dd was formed with 

D and D ,ʹ
    When dis2  ≥  0.2, return to the previous step and 

randomly choose new data again.
(6)   Set evolutionary algebra T, with a group size of M;
(7)   Initialize t = 0, select initial population G randomly 

from Dd;
(8)   Calculate the fitness of individuals, and also calculate 

the concentration, crossover probability and mutation 
probability. Add rules that are greater than the minimum 
threshold to the association rules table.

(9)   Through the selection, crossover and mutation operation, 
get the next generation of population;

(10)  If t < T, then t < ← t + 1, return to the previous step;
     Otherwise, proceed the next step;
(11)  Output the current mining result from the association 

rules table.

APPLICATION OF THE RULE UPDATING 
ALGORITHM IN THE WATER QUALITY 

MONITORING DATA MINING
In the actual rule updating algorithm application, the original 

database is generally large, and the incremental database is 
relatively small, if we do not use the rule updating method, 
each time the database changes after the mining, it will mine 

the mined original database once again, and it is a big waste 
of time. If we do adopt the rule updating method, and fully 
use the mining results of the original database, then when 
re-mining new data and part of the original data, the mining 
time will be much shorter, thus improve the mining efficiency. 
In the water quality monitoring database, under a relatively 
stable environment, the new data will not change greatly 
compared with the data in the original database. The values of 
each parameter are approximate and the results of incremental 
mining are also similar to the original results. However, when 
there is a big change in the marine ecological conditions, 
except for seasonal reasons, such as aviation fuel leaks and the 
sudden emission of pollutants and other emergencies, data 
with large differences would suddenly appear in the smooth 
monitoring data, thus will lead to big difference between the 
new data and the original data, in which case the algorithm 
needs to be re-standardized and re-mined, and it cannot reflect 
the advantages of the incremental mining algorithm. As the 
season changes, the performance of the photoelectric sensor 
for water quality monitoring may change in a stable working 
environment. The data in the database should be checked at 
regular intervals to ensure the accuracy of data mining.

The monitoring value of each field is divided into 1 ~ n 
according to different value intervals. Here, each field can be 
added 0 encoding, which represents that there is no relation 
between this attribute and other attributes. Randomly generate 
the rules under constraints. According to the coding of the 
specific data of the detected parameters, the parameters are 
mined to obtain the mapping table shown in Table 1.

CONCLUSION

When the original database obtains new data, the rules 
mining of the original database will have some failures, the 
new data brings new rules at the same time, and the overall 

Fig. 1. Some monitoring data from the optical sensor network
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remining of the new database is low in efficiency, so the rule 
updating mining algorithm is quite important. According to 
the characteristics of the water quality monitoring database 
studied in this paper, we focus on the numerical attribute 
database and propose a rule updating algorithm to solve the 
problem of rule maintenance caused by the dynamic changes 
of the database. According to the rule, this algorithm forms 
a new database from part of the original data and the new data, 
and searches the new database by random search and mining, 
which can quickly mine the effective rules without generating 
a large number of redundant rules. The experimental results 
show that the algorithm can quickly and effectively update the 
rules mining in the water quality monitoring database and can 
rapidly excavate potential information of the new data, which 
is of high practicability.
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